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Fans celebrated in the stands as Winona State men's basketball team defeated Virginia Union 73-61 to win the National College Athletic Association's Division II national championship in Springfield, Mass.

Chandler MacLean
WINONAN
It was picturesque ending

to a historic season: wearing

"National Champion" hats and
t-shirts, the Winona State University men's basketball team
hoisted their latest trophy upwards as the Warrior's faithful

emphatically chanted "WSU,
WSU..."
The Warriors capped off
their magical season as national champions, knocking

off defending champion Virginia Union University 73-61
on Saturday at the MassMutual
Center in Springfield, Massachusetts.

See CHAMPIONSHIP, Page 17
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Controversy erupts over lack of communication
Amber Dulek
Shanthal Perera
WINONAN
The Winona State University presidents are in a heated debate about the
lack of communication between administration and the Winona State University Student Association.
"I feel like we were played," said Student Senate President Ryan Flynn during a grueling four-hour long WSUSA
meeting on Wednesday, March 8.
The WSUSA is upset—to say the least
—with Winona State President Judith
Ramaley because she did not consult
them about the changes in the university's honors policy and the restructuring
of administration.
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities policy 2.3 states that university
presidents must consult students about
campus policy changes; however, there
is a loophole which states that universities do not need to consult students
about filling cabinet positions.

In December 2005, President Ramaley approved a policy that will raise the
honors requirements for 2008 graduates
after she received a copy from acting
Academic Vice President Ken Gorman.
Student Senate Vice President Kari
Winter said the faculty originally proposed that the policy wouldn't take effect until 2010, but Ramaley moved it
up to 2008.
Under Ramaley's changes, students
will need a 3.65 GPA to graduate cum
laude, a 3.75 GPA to graduate magna cum laude and a 3.90 to graduate
summa cum laude. Currently, students
graduating cum laude need a 3.25 GPA,
a 3.65 GPA for magna cum laude and a
3.75 GPA for summa cum laude.
Flynn said that he found out about
these changes from the Political Science Association, a campus club.
As of Monday, March 27, Winter said
that the senate still hadn't received any
official statements or the full details of
the change.
Business Senator Rick Howden III

said the senate was in disbelief over the
dramatic hike in honors standards. "No
one could believe how high the changes
were," Howden III said.
The new College of Education Dean
Cecilia Rokusek was the first to propose
the idea of raising the honors policy
during a dean's council last fall.
Rokusek, who graduated magna cum
laude with a 3.89 GPA, acknowledged
that the university has raised the standards with regard to the honors policy;
but said that it would only affect incoming students.
Rokusek said she was shocked at how
low Winona State's honors standards
were and said the raise will help to bring
it up to national standards.
In comparison, Minnesota State University Mankato requires a 3.3 GPA for
cum laude, a 3.5 for magna cum laude
and a 3.8 for summa cum laude.
Rokusek said honors should truly reflect the academic position of the student and students should think of the
change as a positive move.

University administration did run
the honors policy change by the InterFaculty Organization last November
and it was approved 14-4, with two
abstentions by theater professor David
Bratt and education professor Barbara
Boseker.
As for university administration
changes, President Ramaley is skimming the number of vice presidents
from six to four and adding three associate vice presidents.
Reed said he received the document
at a Feb. 27 meeting with President Ramaley.
Currently, there are three open and
unfilled vice president positions and
they are for student affairs, academic
affairs and information technology.
A national search for an academic vice
president is presently active. The position has been held by interim academic
vice president and former College of
Business Dean Ken Gorman since the

See CONTROVERSY, Page 7

Bowling for Soup headlines Winona State's sprin
Elena Grimm
WINONAN
Winona State University's UPAC committee has
finally thrown a strike this time when they signed
Texan punk rock band Bowling for Soup for the annual spring concert.
Bowling for Soup, with singles "1985" and "Almost"
and the Grammy-nominated "Girl All the Bad Guys
Want," will play in McCown Gym on Sunday, April
23. Hooch, a La Crosse-based reggae/rock group,
will open the
ti
show.
A Great Place to Live!
After
Tennants Trust
prospects
crumbled
with UPAC's
original
choices—
first Yellowcard, who
A A. A.7
rejected the
MANAGEMENT
GEMENT & SAL,ES' 4
bid, then
Mai n St & Broadway
Switchfoot,
who was
dropped
last minute,
Go to: www.
UPAC
congreatrivermanagement.com
cert planners
went back
to the drawing board
email: grms@hbci.com
and came up

Houses & Apts.
507-452-8808
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concert

with Bowling for Soup.
The band—whose name is a euphemism
for vomiting in a toilet—has a track record
of successes since its genesis over a decade
ago: a gig on the Warped Tour, opening for
Blink-182 and Sum 41 and being nominated
for a Grammy in 2003.
Kristin Schumacher, assistant student activities director, said that transactions with
the band have been smooth sailing, a real
blessing for UPAC after scrambling to find
a new act since the Switchfoot decision was
aborted.
"For us to have UPAC vote on it and turn
a contract in two weeks is great," she said.
"We're very pleased with how this outcome
has been."
The band will be specially flown into Winona as they aren't on a regular tour. Most
of its other stops this year are music fests
and state fairs.
Album cover found at www.bowlingforsoup.com
Tickets for the spring concert go on sale for
It's confirmed: Bowling for Soup, known for the song "1985,"
only Winona State students starting April 3
will be playing at Winona State on Sunday, April 23.
for $10 each. The next week, starting April
10, tickets are on sale to the general public for $15 each. Tickets can be purchased
Shumacher said she thinks Bowling for Soup is
at the UPAC office in the student union or through
more well-known than last year's band and will
Ticketmaster, and there is no limit on the number of
"make for a fun concert." Hooch has a good followtickets purchased.
ing in the local arena, and may attract a fan base from
Shumacher said UPAC hopes the show will be a
La Crosse, she said.
sellout by packing McCown Gym to its 3,500-person
capacity.
Reach Elena at ERGrimm2702@winona.edu
Last year, UPAC sponsored Guster with opening
bands Carbon Leaf and the Zambonis.

Senate presidential elections a five way battle
Don't forget to vote! Elections start Monday, Apr. 3 through Thursday, Apr. 4
Melinda Schuck

Rotney O'Shea
■ Recreation tourism, education
and Spanish major and political
science minor
■ Senior
■ "I am running for Student Senate President because I can offer
a different perspective and philosophy. I want to push student issues, especially for international
students, to the forefront. I have
been working with David Thorn,
the director of student accounts,
on the 5.12 policy where students
are required to pay tuition in five
days. For international students, this presents a problem because
it is harder and it takes longer for them to access their money. I
will also work with the international students to learn more about
what issues to promote. My two-year track record with the senate
can speak for itself. I will continue to talk to administration and
MnSCU to present them both sides and decide on what is the best
for the university. In my time with the senate, I have worked on
committees for the New University, Learning in the 21st Century
and the flag proposals. Everything's always changing, so it's important to explain to new senators about what's happened in the
past instead of jumping to conclusions."

■ Cell and molecular biology major and Spanish
and biochemistry minor
■ Junior
■ "I have the experience, ideas and initiative
needed to lead the student body effectively. I am
currently a senator for the College of Science and
Engineering and the chair of the diversity awareness committee. I have also worked on election
committee and attended two MSUSA conferences. The majority of my leadership experience has
been with clubs outside of the student senate; this
gives me a perspective of the wider student body
that other candidates may lack. I have served as
president of Environmental Club for two years,
vice president of the Hispanic Association of Students (HAS), treasurer of HAS,
secretary of Art Club and as a member of the advisory council for Intercambios.
Through my positions in these organizations, I have gained valuable experience
in coordinating events, leading meetings and working closely with faculty and administration. Between my experience on senate and other campus organizations, I
have acquired the
knowledge necessary to be student
senate president."

Carl Soderberg
■ International relations and global studies major
■ Junior
■ "I do not see apathy as a problem. I see it as the only
problem. And it is the only reason students face tuition
and textbook prices. I believe in practice and action
rather than theories and ideals. I want to urge students
to call their local legislators and put a cap on tuition increases. We need to do everything we can to tell administrators, MnSCU and legislators that we want a cap. If
it doesn't happen, lay the groundwork for future senates. We need a reform in the senate by making public
relations more important and more accessible. We need
to open ourselves up and be transparent. We need a
textbook task force to work on legislation at state level
to institute a textbook commission to study. We need to make it clear to administration
that as a body we are here with student support. We also need to get administration to
know that we are serious and get student body support. As far as the Ramaley issue—it
was proven with last year's tuition cap that MnSCU listens—they do. We need all of
senate to be involved in the decision making process in senate activities. All the chairs of
committees need to work more closely with the vice president. Also, senators shouldn't
bring personal issues into senate because it doesn't belong in student senate. We need
to show the community that they need us and that we are
See ELECTIONS, Page 5
good citizens."

Forget
Cocktail
Weenies.

And you won't be called one, either!
Order an Erbert & Gerbert's Party Sub
or Party Platter for your next get together.
They taste great, feed the masses,
and no one has to pick them up with a toothpick.

105 W Third St. • Winona, MN
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Community, university address underage drinking
Recent city events have
cast a spotlight on
alcohol use among
minors:
■ In February 2006, an off-duty bouncer was allegedly stabbed four times by an underaged assailant celebrating the banned "power hour."
■ On Dec. 28, 2005 an underage high school female allegedly rolled a stop sign and crashed into
the vehicle of two Winona State coaches while
under the influence of alcohol. The roof of the
coaches' car had to be cut and peeled back in
order to remove the passengers.
■
In 2005, Winona County issued 363 minor
consumption citations.
■ In 2005, Winona County sent 104 people to a
detoxification center.
■ In 2004, a 16-year-old girl was gang-raped in
her own home by three attackers after consuming large amounts of alcohol.
■ Two underage intoxicated male high school
students riding an ATV after graduation celebrations hit a driveway. The passenger was thrown
into the air on impact, landing on his back and

LADIES!!

LOSE WEIGHT...FEEL GREAT THIS SPRING!

shaping

men I
Inspirations wofor
life
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Kelly Mullins
WINONAN

able for those who are underage. MacLean said
that underage people, due to their lack of cognitive development, are not as capable of considering
long-term consequences.
Police Chief Frank Pomeroy agrees.
Pomeroy said students need to understand the reality of long term consequences. He said that when
students approach graduation and want to apply
for a job, their record will follow them. Pomeroy
posed a question: if an employer is faced with two
applicants, one with a clean record and one with a
DWI or minor consumption, "Who do you think
they will go with?"
As someone who was born and raised in Winona,
Pomeroy attributes the alcohol problem, in part, to
the abundance of bars with too many drink specials. Pomeroy said he also faults parents who are
willing to let their children drink in their home.
Offering a student's perspective on the panel

Growing concerns about underage drinking and
alcohol abuse moved Winona County citizens to
action last Tuesday.
According to former Minnesota Student Survey
and Community Liaison Officer Kevin Kearney,
the number of ninth grade Winona Country males
who have consumed alcohol three to five times in
the past 30 days is at 7 percent. This average is 1
percent higher than Minnesota's statewide average
of 6 percent.
Kearney said that the number of ninth grade Winona females who have consumed alcohol three to
five times in the past 30 days is at 15 percent, compared to 7 percent statewide.
A panel of 13 Winona community members led
a meeting to discuss alcohol-related problems in
the city.
C It takes a good community to realize there is a probMembers of the panel included Kearney, Winona Mayor Jerry Miller, St.
lem. It takes a great community to solve a problem.
Charles Mayor and Winona County
I believe Winona is a great community.
Sheriff Bill Spitzer, Winona Chief of
Frank Pomeroy
Police Frank Pomeroy, Winona CounWinona Police Chief
ty Attorney Chuck MacLean, Winona
State Health Educator Ruth Schroeder
was Winona State Student Senate President Ryan
and Winona State Student Senate PresiFlynn, who said he was representing people under
dent Ryan Flynn.
"It was time to do something a long time ago," the age of 25.
"I'm 21, and yes, I do drink. Among my friends
said Kearne.
In 2005, Winona County issued 363 minor con- and me, if someone tries to go for their keys, everyone jumps up and goes for them first," said Flynn.
sumption citations.
Also last year, 104 people between the ages of 15 "We don't allow drinking and driving."
Flynn said he found one problem with the panel.
and 25 were admitted to a detoxification facility.
Kearney said the detoxification admissions were He was the sole representative of the under-25 depaid for in part by $126,000 from taxpayers in ad- mographic—which is precisely where he says the
dition to the funds allocated from personal insur- problem occurs.
Pomeroy agreed, adding that too often adults
ance policies.
Kearney said the meeting was necessitated by re- make decisions thinking they have all the answers,
cent incidents involving underaged people in Wi- and not trusting student input.
"At the university level there is a groundswell of
nona County.
Winona County Attorney Chuck MacLean cited students who are drinking underage," said Pometwo important incidents: the automobile accident roy. "[The community needs] that groundswell to
that injured two Winona State coaches allegedly reverse itself and have students mentor other stucaused by a drunk Winona teen and the alleged stab- dents on the alcohol consumption problem and
bing of a Schyde's Drinks and Whatnot bouncer by move away from it and its unhealthy consequences."
an underaged person celebrating "power hour."
Following the panel's discourse, community
"This community has a rich history of alcohol
use and abuse," said MacLean. "People seem to members were invited to write their opinions rehave an 'it's not going to happen to my kid' men- garding a solution on one of seven paper easels.
tality."
Among the easels were tables set up by conMacLean said that sometimes what is acceptable cerned organizations from community, such as
for people of the legal drinking age is not accept- Wenden Recovery Services, the Alliance for Youth
Foundation, Winona State HOPE
and Winona Area Family and ChilCONSIDER ADOPTION
dren's center.
Maryann Frietsche, Alliance for
Loving SE Minn. family
Youth Foundation member and
hoping to adopt an infant
mother of two Cotter High School
www_mariatony_homestead.com
students, said that the panel was an
excellent idea. "It's about time,"
We welcome open adoption

C

See DISCUSS, Page 6

ELECTIONS

Continued from Page 3

Ezra Kazee
■ Political science with an international emphasis
major
■ Junior
■ "As most of you know, for four straight years
our tuition had gone up 60 percent. Last year, we
had a 'break' in our tuition as it only went up sevent percent. This year it is going up another nine
percent. Ladies and gentlemen, this is a total of 76
percent in the last six years. Virtually nothing in
our world has gone up at such a rate as tuition has
gone up. This is an extremely disturbing trend.
Secondly, we as students have started to be treated
less and less as the world changing, problem solving critical thinking individuals that we all are
and more and more like whiny, diaper wearing, drooling pre-school and nursery
children by several members of the staff, faculty and administration. Last year,
when I along with Student Senate fought against the New University, the Winona
Experience, L21, or whatever the name de jour is that they are calling it now, we
were told that we didn't understand what we were fighting against. Members of the
faculty called us childish and that students were voting without information. And
administration worked to circumvent students at every opportunity.
There are measure's in place to prevent this. But yet our administration does not
want to honor these either. Our current president, Dr. Judith Ramaley has circumvented MnSCU Policy 2.3 which states that students are allowed to have a voice
in just about every aspect of the university. These include the decision to raise the
honor standings, as well as the administrative shakeup. These have to stop, and
someone has to stand up to say something about it."

Students can cast their vote for
a student senate president starting at noon on Monday, Apr. 3
through noon on Thursday, Apr.
6. Supplemental elections are
also held during this time. They
candidates are as follows:

Jonathon
Jacob
■ Mass Communication with an
emphasis in Broadcasting major
and minors in coaching and philosophy
■ Senior
■ "I have been at Winona State
for five years and I have seen a
lot in that time. Tuition has gone
up 70 percent. The student senate itself has transformed from
an elitist group into what it is
today, but the transformation is incomplete. I want to help make
Senate a place where any student can come and feel welcome;
where any student can come and talk about anything or nothing at
all. There are two battles that will face students next year. The first
is the rising cost of tuition. The last couple of years have helped
stem the tide, but we cannot become complacent, for if we do,
the cycle will begin again. We must keep up the battle in the hope
that someday, tuition will again be affordable for those looking for
higher edu c- ation. The second battle will be to gain rapport with
the administration. We have a new university president, we will
soon have at least one new vice president and a relationship must
be built and maintained with these two individuals, as well as the
rest of the administration at WSU."
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Student caught counterfeiting bills in res. hall
Jessica Myers
WINONAN
A Winona State student was discovered counterfeiting bills in his Quad
dorm room.
According to the police report, Dustin
Lametti was ;confronted by- !Winona.
State Security Director Don Walsh and
Winona County Sergeant Thad Pool on
Feb. 28.
"Security received information that
he was doing it," Walski said.
The police report stated that an un-

told Pool that he was scanidentified female informed security that
ning
the
bills
at the Darrell W. Krueger
Lametti was counterfeiting bills in his
Library.
dorm room.
Lametti said that he was counterfeitThe student turned over a pile of fake
$10.00 and $100.00 bills, all in various ing bills because he needed money.
Lametti was not charged, said Pool.
stages of completion, according to the
"I again told him that if he cooperpolice report.
iLametti told ipoliceJthati he:Ayes. "just , ated and no bills have been passed. at
practicing," and did not feel he had got- this point that I would not charge him
ten to the point where the quality of the criminally," Pool stated in the police
report.
bills was very good.
The bills were destroyed, according
None of the bills Lametti had made
were placed into circulation, according to Pool.
This is the first case of forgery at Wito the police report.

DISCUSS

Continued from Page 5
excellent idea. "It's about time," she said.
"It's great that we can address this issue as a community," said
Frietsche. "I hope efforts tonight will influence real actions. If
everyone works together, I think we could come up with creative
ideas [to solve the problem]."
Frietsche said that unhealthy drinking habits are "a cultural
problem. We need to remember it's not just a kid problem, it's an
adult problem, too."
Pomeroy said, "It takes a good community to realize there is a
problem. It takes a great community to solve a problem. I believe
Winona is a great community," Pomeroy said.
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nona State in four or five years ago, according to Walski.
"Someone was photocopying $5 bills
and putting them in the change machine," Walsh said.
The change machines were unable to
detect a forged bill then, 'Walski said.
"It's pretty rare around here," Walsh
said.
Walsh said Lametti's future at Winona State will be decided.
A copy of the police report was faxed
to the Secret Service March 4, 2006.

Mississippi river courses announced
Tony Borreson
WINONAN
This summer, Winona State
University will send its rented
houseboat out on the Mississippi River for its first academic voyage.
University on the River will
be held in two sessions, from
June 1 to June 30, and from
July 10 to July 31.
All courses will meet university studies requirements.
Mass communication professor Drake Hokanson, project
coordinator, said the program
will cost more than normal tuition.
He said the extra charge will
cover food, lodging and wear
and tear on the boat.
He is not sure of the total cost
yet, but "we're going to keep it
reasonable," Hokanson said.
One of the reasons the cost
will be kept low, Hokanson

The Survivor Committee
is looking to honor
cancer survivors
at this year's annual

Relay for
If you or sorn.eone :yola,„:
is a cancer survivor
would be interested in
helping out, please contact: : ,..
Jill Parkinson
edu
JRParlciO 855@winona.
or

Maw
MEMace6164@~winona.edu

said, is that the boat's pilots
are donating their time, which
will save the university about
$4,000.
The only payment they will
receive is food and lodging.
Hokanson said of the pilots:
"I see these guys as extending
the mission" of the program.
He said they will share stories and experiences to give
students a full sense of the
river.
Students will spend the first
few weeks in a classroom, the
following week on the river
and the remainder of the time
in the classroom.
Not all the time spent on the
river will be devoted to studying, though, said Hokanson.
He said he hopes to bring canoes to explore the backwaters
and maybe play volleyball on
a sandbar.
"The point is to really experience the river," Hokanson
said.
Hokanson said students will
likely sign up with blue cards
and be accepted on a first
come, first serve basis.
Hokanson expects no vacancies.
"We're having no problem
filling these courses," he said.
Students who sign up for the
program will take a six-credit
package, which includes Political Science 340: Environmental Policy with Darrell Downs
and either Statistics 110: Fundamentals of Statistics or Statistics 305: Biometry, both
taught by Brant Deppa.
Session two will offer Eng-

lish 120: Introduction to Literature: The River as a Metaphor
with Jim Armstrong and either
Physical Education and Recreation 265: Leisure in Different
Cultures or Physical Education
and Recreation 421: Outdoor
Education and Interpretive
Services, both with James Reidy.
Downs said he will change
the emphasis of his usual curriculum to concentrate on
protection and conservation
of water resources and water
quality.
He said he is trying to lineup guest speakers, local experts and city officials to meet
students and give them a firsthand account of environmental
policy in action.
Hokanson said when students are active, they gain a
new perspective on the material they study.
Downs also said he hopes
the success of this program
will help gain support for more
field experience in the social
science departments.
Reidy said he doesn't have
any curriculum planned for his
courses.
He said he counts on the
spontaneity of the outdoors to
provide educational opportunities.
"A lot of this is going to be
discovery," Reidy said.
Hokanson said if University
on the River is successful this
year, the program will return
next year.
at
Tony
Reach
AJBorres6928@winona.edu

CONTROVERSY
resignation of Steve Richardson.
Flynn wrote President Ramaley a letter addressing the
WSUSA's disappointment
about administration's lack
of consultation earlier this
month.
"Receiving honors at WSU
is often a long time goal for
many students and is taken
very seriously. To change the
requirements without consulting those who would be most
affected [sic] by the changes
was a poor decision, one that
angered a number of students
through the student body," according to Flynn's letter.
The letter went on to address
the restructuring: "[...]the Student Affairs office is the primary bridge to the administra-

tion at WSU and is vital to the
works of Student Senate.
"I can't help but feel that
many of these changes would
be considered uncontroversial
if they had been shared with
students beforehand and if input from students had been allowed," Flynn wrote. ,
Ramaley replied by e-mail
on Tuesday, March 21, and
said the details of the changes
can wait to be discussed at an
upcoming meeting on 3:30
p.m. on April 11 at the Maxwell Teleconference Center.
Winter said, "She's basically
going to tell us what she's doing, because it's already decided."
The last meeting and discussion between the WSUSA and
President Ramaley was in Feb-

ruary 2006. She approved the
honors changes in December
2005, but did not inform senate
members of the action.
During the March 8 WSUSA
meeting, the senate approved a
motion expressing, through a
written letter to the administration, the senate's disappoint-, .
ment concerning the lack of
consultation while asking for
steps for improved consultation on both the administration
reorganization plan and the
changes in the honors policy.
The motion, which was
brought forward by liberal
arts senator Jon Jacob, also
asked Flynn to inform MnSCU
Chancellor James McCormick
of the situation.
The senate also passed a motion proposed by senior senator

Ryan Predmore requesting that
future presidential inaugurations not interrupt normal class
meetings or studying in the library.
Predmore's motion also
asked that financial support be
used to make improvements
rather. than sponsor inaugura7
tions.
President Ramaley's inauguration is set for Friday, April 7
in the Darrell W. Krueger Library. It has been 13 years since
Winona State has inaugerated a
new president.
Flynn, who has sought more
student involvement with Ramaley's "Learning in the 21st
Century" initiative, said that
since September 2005, the
administration has only been
making promises.
President Ramaley declined
comment.
Various position changes are
going into effect fall 2006, as
obtained from the two-page
summary provided by Student
Union Director Joe Reed:
■ The current office of student affairs/facilities will be
become "The Office of Student
Life and Development," to include integrated academic services, the fitness center, health
services, counseling services,
Residential Life, the student

Continued from Page 2
union, student organizations,
intramurals and career planning.
■ The new "Office of Finance and Administrative Services" is a combination of university affairs, comptroller and
facilities.
,I ,The advancement, office,
headed by vice president Jim
Schmidt, will have an "increased emphasis on a culture
of philanthropy as well as on
community partnerships that
support economic and community development."
■ Academic affairs will
"contain infrastructure that
supports stronger research
and graduate studies functions
that can provide an appropriate environment for doctoral
education, faculty scholarship,
undergraduate research experiences and the expansion for
our masters programming."
■ International and domestic
study programs will be consolidated and headed by an executive director.
■ An associate vice president for technology and chief
information office will incorporate information technology
services, webmaster, e-Learning, the laptop program, classroom support and telecommunications.

Watch for the Winonan's
employment guide
coming in the April 5 issue!
House For Rent House For Rent
Available
June 2006 - May 2007

Available
June 2006 - May 2007

227 Market Street

166 Olmstead Street

$225 per Month per Tenant
The Army ROTC Leader's Training Course is a paid 4-week summer experience that marks the beginning of
your career as an Officer, a leader of the U.S. Army.

To learn more about Army ROTC and the Leader's Training Course
contact The Department of Military Science at 785-6760 today!

Will Rent to a Group of 4 to 5
or Individuals Will Be Considered

•
•
•
•
•

5 Bedrooms
2 Bathrooms
Off-Street Parking
Newly Remodeled Kitchen
$900 per Month

Sign the lease by April 15th and
receive first and last months rent
at half price!

Sign the lease by April 15th and
receive first and last months rent
at half price!

Call (507) 450-2284

Call (507) 450-2284
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Warrior mascot more than what we see

Samuel KeaneRudolph
Op/Ed Columnist
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Well, evidently we're NCAA
Division II national champions
in basketball. I'll be frank, I
didn't know, and still don't
know, anything about Winona
State sports, and I can't say
that I care much more. I don't
mean that to sound callous, but
it's just not my thing. I offer my
wholehearted congratulations,
however, as it is a tremendous
accomplishment. The Warriors
have their first national victory.
We call ourselves the Warriors,
but what does that mean for
us?
In August of 480 B.C., four
thousand men led by King
Leonidas of Sparta and three
hundred picked men stood in
a narrow pass at Thermopylae;
confronted by 120,000 Persian
soldiers under Xerxes. When
Xerxes demanded the Spartans
surrender their arms, Leonidas responded "Come and get
them." That's one part of the

heritage behind the helmeted
figure in royal purple superimposed over the 'W' on the Winona State Athletics home page.
Warrior spirit means fighting
even when the situation looks
hopeless.
On March 16, 1968, Charlie
Company of the 11th Brigade,
Americal Division, under the
command of Lieutenant William Calley, brutally executed
hundreds of innocent Vietnamese women and children. Warrant Officer Hugh Thompson
confronted leaders of the massacre and threatened to turn
his helicopter's guns on them
if they continued their wanton
murder, saving at least eleven
lives. Warrior spirit means
fighting for what you know is
right, even if you're the only
one who knows it and it turns
your friends into enemies.
On January 13, 1982, Air
Florida Flight 90 crashed into

the Potomac River in
Washington D.C., immediately
after taking off in a blizzard.
Seventy-eight people died,
leaving only six survivors of
the impact floating in icy waters savaged by record-cold
temperatures. Rescuers threw
ropes to one of the survivors,
a man known only as the sixth
passenger. He promptly passed
it to flight attendant Kelly Duncan. Another rope was thrown
to him. This time he gave it to
Joe Stiley, the most injured survivor. After five of the passengers were rescued, a helicopter
returned for the sixth passenger, but could not retrieve him
before he died. Warrior spirit
means sacrificing out of love
for those you care about and
caring for everyone, even if
you don't know them.
Who are the warriors? Leonidas, Hugh Thompson, the Sixth
Passenger and many others. We

are heirs to a proud legacy of
love, faith, hope, courage and
self-sacrifice. This is the ideal
of the Warrior.
There are many Adversaries
in the world today. Sin, hate,
idleness, depression, fear, poverty, desperation, broken families and broken hearts. But there
are many Allies in this perpetual struggle. God, friends, family, integrity, honor, hard work
and a willing smile.
So as the Warrior men's basketball team returns from Massachusetts, remember the ideal
after which they are named
and the men and women who
uphold it. And let every man
and woman draw their sword,
whether they be made of steel,
ink, love, willing hands or simple hope, for no good thing is
won without a fight.
Reach
Samuel
at
SKea neRu4088@winona.edu

Water is the wonder drug for students
1404
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Carl Hunter
Op/Ed Columnist

The opinions of this newspaper do not reflect those of the
MnSCU system, Winona State
University, its faculty, staff or
tudent body. Any questions or
comments should be directed
to the Winonan publication
board, editors or submitted as
letters to the editor.
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Have a good spring break?
Good. On mine I stumbled on
something that cures migraines, heartburn, back pain,
arthritis, high cholesterol and a
whole slew of annoying problems, all at the low, low cost of
free: Water.
There's a sign in the weight
room saying we should drink
eight cups a day. But, what
happens if I drink...three? I
still live, my arm doesn't dry
up and fall off or anything...

Kate Weber, Editor-in-Chief

but why do people say to drink
eight when we can live OK
with a lot less?
Pop (or Soda for some of
you weirdos) can actually
make you dehydrated. Caffeine
is a diuretic (something that
forces you to pee) so it forces
water out of your body.
Water is the basis of life.
It's what makes our lovely
planet so special, what makes
plants grow and keep animals
alive. Everything that's living
requires water in some form in
order to continue living.
The human body is a very
adaptable machine. You don't
grow fingers back but minor
cuts and things get fixed up
pretty well. When it comes to
handling our water intake, a
key component to life, it's set
up for survival.
Our body actually makes
adjustments based on how
much water we are drink-

winonan@winona.edu

ing. This is why 75 percent
of Americans are dehydrated.
They have enough water to
live and seem comfortable
because their body has adjusted to their low level of water
intake.
What kind of adjustments
are we talking about?
Your body will naturally
try to save water in order to
preserve vital functions. This
natural "drought management" is what causes everyday
problems.
Weight gain: not enough
water slows down your metabolism to preserve itself.
Migraines: a sign that your
peripheral vessels are excessively dilated, due to factors
like heat stress, hangover and
allergic or dietary triggers, all
of which are made worse by
dehydration. Drinking sufficient water promotes the closing of your vascular system

throughout your body, alleviating your pain and preventing
future attacks.
Back pain: signs of water
shortage in the spinal column
and discs—the water cushions
that support the weight of the
body.
The sad part is, since water
is so cheap, medical researchers aren't out to study it.
There's no profit in prescribing
water or informing the public
to drink it.
Dr. Batmanghelidj, a
medical researcher, has tried
to get government institutes to
research the effects of water on
the human body. His findings
and research (technical jumbo
only biologists and nurses
would probably understand)
can be found at www.watercure.com .
Don't believe it? Try it,
what do you have to lose?

(507) 457-5119

Letters to the editor
Consultation key in student/faculty relationship
Ezra Kazee
Political Science
Junior
There is a dirty word circulating around WSU. A word
that is so dirty that so many
people don't want to mention,
especially the higher ups at Winona State. It's a word that is
so dirty that the administration
wants the word banned. That
word is consultation.
There are a lot of changes
going on at Winona State University. Most notable is the
restructuring of the administration. President Ramaley
has decided that she wants to
change the structure of the administration, creating positions,
eliminating positions, and finding other random things to do
at the university including but
not limited to restructuring
the honors program at Winona
State. Unfortunately, President
Ramaley forgot one very important step throughout all of
these decisions. That step is
consultation.
The Minnesota State Colleges and Universities Board of
Trustees, the governing body
of WSU, has set out a policy
numbered 2.3. That policy says
that we as students have rights
to be consulted on just about
everything that goes on within
the university with very few
exceptions.
We, as student are continuously told that we should take
ownership in our education.
How can we do that if we aren't
given a chance? And why are
we expected to follow the rules
and policies if the administration isn't going to? We, as students are not so naive to realize
this is a double standard.
Now, don't get me wrong,
I understand the President Ramaley is new, so she might be
a little behind. Problem is that
our former President, Darrell
Krueger also liked to conveniently forget about this. It's a
growing trend within WSU administration.
I call upon you, President

Ramaley, to stop this exclusion
of the important step of student
consultation. Union busting is
not the way of getting things
done. Omitting important
people in decision making is
not the way of creating a community. Honor the policies of
MnSCU. They are there for
reason.

Knife use column in need
of applause
Keith Wing
340 Mt. Kemble Ave. Room
G102
Morristown, NJ 07960
973-326-5893
As person who professionally carries a knife (parcel inspections), a knife instructor, and a
member of the American Knife
and Tool Institute, I applaud
you on publishing this article,
without political slant, in the
Winonan. My only complaint
would be the substitution of the
word 'carrying' with the word
`brandishing' which invokes a
threatening image. Knives, in
fact, predate civilization, and
the concept of substitution for
fang and claw can be traced
back 2,000,000 years ago, to the
forefathers of humanity. That
substitution is within our genetic makeup itself. This is unlike
the debate on the use and ownership of firearms, whose history is a mere five hundred years
old. It is good to see an open
and honest perspective, without
the histrionics drummed up for
the sake of media hype.

Direct care workers need
to educate themselves
John P. Weibel
Counselor Education
Graduate Student
Direct care workers in Minnesota and Wisconsin are experiencing high turnover rates in
nursing home facilities. Every
since 2001 Minnesota is experiencing a 62% turnover rate,
and Wisconsin is experiencing
67%. I have worked in direct
care positions, and I remember feeling burnt out and over

worked. Granted my employers
did provide information through
their Employee Assistance Programs, but I wished I had more
information that targeted direct
care employee issues, such as
wages, benefits and turnover
rates. The National Clearinghouse on the Directs Care Work-)
force website and the Community Alliance of Providers of
Wisconsin are great resources
for direct care employees.
Moreover, if you are a direct care worker, in a nursing
home, in a healthcare facility,
or in a social services facility you should check out the
National Clearinghouse on the
Direct Care Workforce website at www.directcareclearinghouse.org/index.jsp . It is a
rather detailed website listing
information and resources for
direct care employees. For instance there are links within
the website to find information
and resources for every state,
which is where I obtained the
turnover rates for Wisconsin
and Minnesota. Also the website provides detailed resources
for direct care employees in the
best practices section, which
provides articles on the retention of direct care employees.
The website also provides information about specific events
for direct care workers that
are geared towards improving
working conditions, which are
occurring in each state.
In addition to the National
Clearinghouse website if you
are a direct care worker that
specializes in assisting devel• opmentally disabled adults you
should visit the Community
Alliance of Providers of Wisconsin (CAPOW) website at
www.capow.org/. The CAPOW
organization believes that individuals that provide direct care
services to individuals with
developmental disabilities deserve better wages and benefits
that enhance the quality of community services to individuals
with developmental disabilities. Also they work with local
state of Wisconsin legislatures
to help improve awareness
of direct care workers needs
and the needs of individuals

that are developmentally disabled. Currently there is the
TABOR legislation that would
put caps on the state and local
governments spending authority, which could have possible
negative impacts on direct care
workers and services to developmentally disabled !adults;
since the caps might limit the
amount state and local governments can contribute to organizations that provide programs
for developmentally disabled
individuals.

Knifes should be acceptable for everyday use
Jake Machina
1040 Ducharme St.
Windsor, Ontario, Canada
N9G 1L2
519-973-3283
I am writing in support
of the opinions expressed in
"Knife stigma still strong after
9-11". I feel that all too often
people are percieved as being
unlawful merely for carrying
a useful tool, instead of being
admired for being prepared and
forward-thinking. A knife is a
tool that is ideally suited to cutting, but which can also be used
as a screwdriver, a scraper, or a
pry-bar in a pinch (I don't suggest doing any of these things
unless you can't find a more
suitable tool). All too often in
popular media they are used for
violence, instead of being used
for the right jobs, and this can
contribute drastically to the
way that they are percieved.
A man that carried a handgun
for self-defence and to defend
his family is admired as having
conviction, but a man that carries a knife to open packages,
cut lasagna, and trim paper is
looked at as a criminal... Why
is that?
I know that we can't hope
people's opinions will change
overnight, but we can hope that
over time, with education, they
will see that people that use
knives are just like the rest of
us, only better equipped.

CHECK OUT
A BONUS
LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
ONLINE AT
WWW.
WINONA.
EI)UJ/
WINONAN
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Skin chips to replace identification cards

Heather Stanek
WINONAN

Starting fall semester, students will no longer be burdened by carrying around identification cards.
As part of her Learning in
the 21st Century Initiative,
President Judith Ramaley announced that all I.D. cards will
be replaced with skin chips.
The chips will grant students
access to their meal plans, copy
machines, the fitness center,
campus events and doors.
"They are convenient and
efficient," Ramaley said. "Plus,
the laptop program makes WSU
a technological campus. Just
imagine what students could
learn from these chips."
However, some students
don't share the sentiment.
Student Senate President
Ryan Flynn said he opposes the
chips because they are "invasive."
"There's something unsettling about having a chip put in
your body," he said. "This isn't
Star Trek, it's Winona State."
Flynn added that he dislikes
the chips because students will
be stuck with them even after
they graduate.
"It would be much easier to
just have a card that you could
toss in the trash," Flynn said.
Ramaley said she understands student concerns, and

Doug Sundin/WINONAN
Skin chips will soon replace identification cards on the Winona State campus as a part of
President Ramaley's Learning in the 21st Century Initiative.

has already consulted health
services about the chip issue.
Diane Palm, director of
health services, said graduates
may have the chips removed
for $15.
Chip insertion itself is simple and costs $25, Palm said.
The chip, which is about the
size of a bead, is placed in the
left arm, she said.
Other than feeling a slight
sting from the anesthesia, students shouldn't feel any pain
during the procedure, she said.
"It will take about a half an

hour," Palm said. "During that
time, we will try to keep even
the most squeamish of students
as comfortable as possible."
Palm said some students may
experience side-effects after
the procedure, including bruising around the injection site,
headaches, nausea, lightheadedness, vomiting, sensitivity to
light, stomach cramps, fear of
dorm room closets, sneezing,
diarrhea, fainting, nail discoloration and excessive swearing
(as a result of the side effects).
Chartwells Director of Din-

ing Services Bruce Bechtle
said, "This is great. Now the
students will stop blaming us."
Spokespersons for local
bars, Brothers and Schyde's
Drinks and Whatnot, said the
same thing.
Ramaley said the chips may
cause slight discomfort at first,
but the benefits make them
worthwhile.
"You don't need to worry
about losing your card because
your ID is right in your arm,"
she said. "If you want a cup
of coffee from the Smaug, all

This story was written in the spirit of April Fool's
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you have to do is swipe your
arm across a scanner. It's so
simple."
Palm said students can't easily lose chips, but it is possible.
"If there is one thing I have
learned from this job, it's that
one can never underestimate
what students will do while
consuming alcohol, using
drugs, exploring Facebook or
cramming for anatomy and
physiology exams," she said.
In any case, chip replacement costs $15.
Jared Stene, sophomore
senator who organized a recent textbook funeral, said he
intends to start a campaign
against the chips.
"They should just hand out a
copy of George Orwell's '1984'
instead of the usual Winona
State handbook," Stene said.
"How do we know that these chips won't track us?"
Ramaley told students to
think of it more as The Real
World, and added that the university will not watch student
behavior.
However, it is an eventual
possibility, she said.
Flynn said he thinks otherwise. "I can check a book out
from the Krueger Library and
hold on to it for six months,"
he said. "I have my doubts that
the university would keep tabs
on every single action of every
single student."
See CHIP, Page 11

CHIP

Continued from Page 10

Student Senate isn't alone in its opposition.
Representatives from the Winona State Bookstore
also announced that they will not support the new chips
because they will lose significant profits from laminated
I.D. holders and key chains.
"We earn the equivalent of two semester's worth of
textbooks from selling holders to an incoming freshmen
class," said a bookstore spokesperson.
Ramaley said she remains hopeful despite opposition.
"Students will come around," she said. "Think of the
chips as vegetables. They don't taste the best, but they
are good for you."
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Sobriety week causes sinking sates
Amber Dulek
WINONAN

During "Sobriety Week," hosted by the National Organization
for the Reform for Marijuana Law,
Winona State campus dining services reported an extreme dip in
the sale of "munchies."
Bruce Bechtl, Chartwells director, said, "We used to go through at
least three boxes of Reese's peanut
butter cups in a week, but we only
went through one last week."
"Munchies," a common reference for junk food, accounts for 38
percent of the campus dining services' annual sales.
Typically, the Wharf collects
an average of $7,500 per week for
munchies. Last week, the Wharf
reported a 69 percent loss in rev-,
enue.
"I'm all about their cause of
moving forward," Bechtl said despite the direct correlation to the
Chartwell's coiffeurs. "Hopefully,
the experience will be worthwhile
enough for them to continue."

Donning the stereotypical hippy
garb with a Greatful Dead tie-dye
and thick hemp necklace NORML
President Fernando Miza said
the club thought of the idea on a
whim.
"We were, like, hanging out at
Stoney's house one time and, like,
the idea just came to me," Miza
said. "It was really freaky, man."
NORML's 15 members made a
pact to refrain from drinking alcohol and smoking marijuana for one
week.
"We love marijuana and want it
to become legal, so we wanted to
experience, like, what it felt like
to be, like, sober," Miza said. "It's,
like, a testament of our dedication
to the NORML cause."
Only one NORML representive, Sammy Richter, gave in, so
he owes the rest of group drinks at
Rascal's Bar, Miza said.
"We're pretty tight, so we knew
when someone gave in," Miza
said.
Jenna Dubie, a sophomore
NORML representative, said, "We

had a huge smoke out that Saturday
and John shaved off his dreads."
As it happened, Sobriety Week
started Sunday, March 5, through
Saturday, March 11, and coincided
with midterms.
The first day went surprisingly
well for Dubie.
"I woke up. On time, too," Dubie said. "But the days became really long, because there was, like,
nothing fun to do."
John Hildeblunt, NORML vice
president, said he missed his 13
foot-long dreads, but liked the idea
of a clean slate.
"My professors, like, didn't
even recognize me," Hildeblunt
said. "Also, I feel kind of lightheaded without all the weight."
As far as midterms, Dubie said
she thought she did worse on her
exams.
"It's like I learned all that stuff
when I was messed up and now
that I'm sober I couldn't think,"
Dubie said.

Midwest Wireless Field to host Super Bowl
Scott Swanson
WINONAN

Doug Sundin/WINONAN
Winona State University will
host the 2007 Super Bowl.

NFL Commissioner Paul
Tagliabue unexpectedly announced that Winona State
University will host Super
Bowl XLI on Feb. 4, 2007 at
Maxwell Field at Midwest
Wireless.
"The National Football
League is pleased to say that
we have decided to change
the direction we are headed,"
Tagliabue said. "We are aiming
to appeal to smaller markets for
a change. The plan has officially been set into action, starting
with the announcement that
Winona, Minn. will host the
next Super Bowl."
Super Bowl XLI was originally set to be held in South

Florida, but Tagliabue cited
contract disagreements as a reason for the change in scenery.
"We at the National Football League are fully aware that
there could be an uprise among
the American public, but we see
this movement as a change for
the better," Tagliabue said.
Winona State President Judith Ramaley was pleased to
hear that the Super Bowl is
headed to Winona.
"This is something that we
have been pushing for since
I became the president of Winona State," Ramaley said of
the Super Bowl coming to Winona. "We were very happy
when Mr. Tagliabue made the
official announcement that the
Super Bowl was going to be
at Maxwell Field at Midwest

Wireless."
"It will be great for the city
of Winona, as well as our university," Ramaley added.
According to NFL documents, other sites under consideration to host Super Bowl XLI
ranged from Billings, Idaho to
Augusta, Maine.
"Ultimately, we chose Winona over the other locations
because of the beautiful scenery and the fact that it gave us
the opportunity to create a phenomenal Super Bowl slogan,"
Tagliabue said.
The NFL commissioner added that Super Bowl XLI will be
advertised all year with commercials running the slogan,
"Who will W-I-N Super Bowl
XLI in W-I-Nona?"
Winona State football coach

Tom Sawyer saw many positives from the announcement.
"Hosting the Super Bowl
should really put Winona State
football on the map," Sawyer
said. "We expect our recruiting
program to fly off the charts in
the upcoming year."
Winona State senior Jason
Buch said, "I'm really glad
that I'm going to be a fifth year
senior, that way I can get in
cheaper with my Winona State
Discount."
Tagliabue said that Winona
State students will have first
priority when purchasing tickets for the big game.
Super Bowl XLI tickets are
set to go on sale this September
in the student union.
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For all ages:'Many Moons'to illuminate Winona State
Lindsey HoII
WINONAN
Winona State University's Department of Theatre and Dance is
presenting a magical production of
the children's play "Many Moons,"
written by James Thurber.
The play has a small cast of
10 members, including a princess
who desires the moon, a clever
jester and wise men who aren't
very wise.
This is the 38th annual children's play directed by Vivian Fusillo.
Fusillo presented "Many
Moons" at Winona State nine years
ago, but said this year's production
will be different.
One major difference is the
set, which was designed by Peggy
S annerud.
Fusillo said this is one of her
favorite sets, and that it is gorgeous.
Becky Bishop, Winona State
theater student and stage manager,
said this year there is only one
set, so it is not as complex as last
year's production, "Trudi and the
Minstrel."
Fusillo said that four members from the original cast will be
returning with their children to see
the production.
One of Fusillo's previous
students is even getting an early

oug un m
Students, faculty and staff have worked for more than a month perfecting "Many Moons."

release from his Navy base in
San Diego to come see the performance.
Fusillo said that she likes to
keep a connection with Winona
State graduates who participated
in previous productions because it
is ongoing and exciting for her.
This year there are several
new people in the production that
have never been in a play at Wi-

nona State before, Fusillo said.
Erik McIntire, Winona State
student and king in the play, said
he wanted to be a part of 'Many
Moons" because he didn't have
any acting experience and thought
it would be something fun to try.
Jeff Mosser, Winona State
student and wizard in the play, said
he really enjoys children's theater
because it is sometimes a child's

first time to see a play.
Mosser said Winona State
students would enjoy the play because there is always that childlike
innocence that we forget about as
we get older.
This play will bring that innocent feeling through the "brighteyed and bushy-tailed view of the
world that children have," Mosser
said.

shared his experiences, including
insights about the resistance, secret
prisons and torture, the elections,
the public debate in the United
States regarding the war and occupation and Iraq's future.
Rasouli's story affected several audience members emotionally,
bringing some listeners to tears
during his presentation.
He said that, if the U.S. force
doesn't leave Iraq now, the country could face a destructive future.
"I saw Iraq in shambles," he
said. "Unemployment rates have
increased to 70 percent. Production facilities have been shut down
and Iraq is now completely without statehood. The rate of females
in Iraq is higher than the males because men are dead. And women

have no other option than selling
sex for money."
Rasouli asked the American
government: "Is this democracy
that the Iraqi is receiving, and is
this a type of liberation?"
He added, "The U.S. wanted
to bring peace in Iraq by defeating
Saddam Hussein. It did defeat Saddam, but failed to sustain peace."
Rasouli said Iraqis say thanks
to America—they got freedom in
exchange for insecurity.
Rasouli said since May 1,
2001—when President Bush announced the mission of defeating Saddam/Iraq had been accomplished—Iraqis have lived in
chaos.
He said that Saddam was a
brutal dictator, but kept the court-

try in good shape.
Rasouli seemed this was a
controversial matter because he
had seen Saddam provide 16 hours
of electricity per day. The United
States has allegedly only supplied
3.7 hours of electricity per day.
Rasouli said that various
countries have donated 18 billion
dollars to reconstruct Iraq, and
those millions of dollars spent
each day on war and occupation
should be spent on the reconstruction of Iraq and reparations to the
Iraqi people.
In his visit to Iraq, Rasouli
saw that the Green Zone, Saddam's
palace, has now been converted
into a U.S. embassy.
He said the zone is surrounded
by numerous check points, but he

Bishop said the play is about
one hour long.
There will be eight performances, but six of the performances are reserved for area elementary
students.
Fusillo said she is expecting
about 3,600 elementary students.
She said she is also working
with the greater Winona community for senior citizens to get free
admission to the play.
There is a sign-up form at
the Winona Senior Citizens Center and a bus will be arranged for
transportation to the play.
Fusillo said she has done every good children's play, and is
looking into "Pippi Longstocking"
for next year.
She added that three of her
previous students have published
children's shows and she is considering those as well.
Bishop said, "Come see
`Many Moons.' It's a real blast and
a lot of laughs."
Public performances are at
7:30 p.m. on March 31 and April 1
in Winona State's Performing Arts
Center Main Stage.
Tickets are $7 for the public,
$5 for Winona State students and
$3 for those 14 years and under.
For questions, call the box office at 457-5235.
Reach Lindsey Holl at
LAHo117636@winona.edu

Speaker tells of Iraq visit; encourages end to war
Swadhinta Baral
WINONAN
The Winona State University
United Nations Club and Winona
Area Peacemakers co-sponsored
Sami Rasouli's "Eyewitness Report from Iraq" Tuesday, March
21 in the Science Laboratory Auditorium.
Sami Rasouli, an Iraqi-American, traveled to Iraq to visit his
family and help rebuild his country.
He also worked with the
Christian and Muslim Peacemaker Team and the Karbala Human
Rights Organization.
In his presentation, he discussed Iraq's conditions today and

12 Arts 6 Entertainment

was able to get in because he had
an American identity card.
He said he saw almost 3000
people working, all non-Iraq citizens.
"Not a single Iraqi could be
seen there," said Rasouli.
He asked the employers for
the reason, and their answer was
that the Iraqis could not be trusted.
Rasouli added that each person outside the Green Zone is a
suspected terrorist, and Iraqis are
living as refugees in their own
country.
According to a recent CBS
poll, 59 percent of the Americans
believe U.S. troops should leave
Iraq as soon as possible.

See IRAQ, Page 13

Japan Fair delights spectators of different races, ages
Adam Stanek
WINONAN

of all ages and races.
"The main purpose for the
Japan Fair is to create a mutual

Some of the activities included a toy display, origami-making,
calligraphy-drawing and kimono

Nicole Feest/WINONAN
Taiko drummers from St. Cloud State University performed at the Japan Fair. This year's
theme was "Travel to Japan," and it was the first time the fair was held in Lourdes Hall.

Almost 200 Winona State
University students, faculty and
community members traveled to
Japan last weekend, and they never left Lourdes Hall.
The annual Japan Fair, hosted
by the Japan Club, attracted people

understanding between the Japanese. and American cultures and
encourage diversity awareness,"
said Japan Club president Tomohiko Sato.
The night began with cultural activities in the Lourdes main
lobby.

dress-up.
Many people who attended
dressed in kimonos for photo
shoots and got to make their own
origami or Japanese paper crafts.
Japanese volunteer students
also wrote people's names in Japanese kanji, or characters.

Audience participation was
not only allowed but encouraged.
One hour later, the audience
moved to the Lourdes Dining Hall
for dinner and entertainment.
The dining hall was decorated
with many pictures of Japanese art
created by Japan Club student volunteers.
The dinner menu included
many Japanese delicacies, such
as vermicelli salad, Japanese-style
fried rice, grilled chicken, fried
tofu, Japanese-style pancakes with
custard and other dishes.
While spectators dined, Japan Club students performed short
skits, each representing a season in
Japan.
Spectators also saw 10 Japanese Taiko drum players from St.
Cloud State University.
The group came to the Japan Fair two years ago, but was
unavailable to make last year's
event.
Next,
students
from the
United
States, Japan, Malaysia and
Taiwan
performed
a Japanese
dance.
After
that, the Winona State
University

Karate Club came on stage.
They showed the audience
many martial arts techniques.
After showing a variety of
hand-to-hand fighting techniques,
the club did a sword-fighting display.
Then, a Japanese fashion
show displayed many types of kimonos and katas.
Finally, the night ended with a
photo montage of Japan Club students who worked hard preparing
for this year's Japan Fair.
hi the end, a full stage of participants gave a farewell bow to
the audience.
"I would say that this is the
biggest Japan Fair that we've ever
put on," said Sato. "This was a
very hard and stressful project,
but is one of the greatest experiences that I've had here at Winona
State."
Reach Adam Stanek at
AJStanek7497@winona.edu

McClanahan:'V for Vendetta,' V for Value
Erik McClanahan
WINONAN
Directed by James McTeigue, rated R
Rating: B+
Brothers Andy and Larry Wachowski follow-up their "Matrix" trilogy with
an interesting, idea-heavy action movie
that poses interesting questions and is
chock-full of ideas.
Handing off directing duties to
their longtime first assistant director
James McTeigue (who worked with the

brothers on all three "Matrix" films),
the Wachowskis are credited as producers and they wrote the script based on
the DC-Vertigo graphic novel written
by Alan Moore (who had his name removed from the credits) and illustrated
by David Lloyd.
"V for Vendetta" is a revolutionary
tale set in London in the year 2020.
It follows Evey (Natalie Portman in
another solid performance), a television
reporter, who meets V (Hugo Weaving)
early in the film.
V saves her life and decides she

IRAQ
"The U.S. presence in Iraq is the cause of, not the solution
to, the destabilization of that country," said a report published
by Women Against Military Madness (WAMM).
Rasouli said the U.S. should leave with their weapons so
that Iraqis would be unable to fight among themselves with

could be useful in his quest to blow
up Parliament (saying, "people should
not be afraid of their governments,
governments should be afraid of their
people").
The film dissects many current issues happening in the world—homosexuality, freedom, media manipulation
and control, power-hungry politicians
and terrorism, all the while remaining
an exciting action movie with a great
story.
Reach Erik McClanahan at
EMMcClan1841@winona.edu

Continued from Page 12
these American weapons.
He asks every American to think about the war because
the President has declared that leaving Iraq is upon the next
president.
Reach Swadhinta Baral at SBaral3530@winona.edu
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Baseball team starts NSIC season on hi h note
Warriors start
conference
schedule with a
four-game sweep
over Bemidji
Chandler MacLean
WINONAN
The Winona State University
baseball team swept a pair of
home double-headers against
Bemidji State after returning
from a 10-game stint in Fort
Myers, Florida.
The twin-bills marked the
beginning of the Warriors'
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference regular season and
extended their winning streak
to five games.
"We're pitching pretty well
and we've been getting clutch
hitting," Winona State coach
Kyle Poock said.
Winona State went 6-4 on
the Florida road trip—a great
finish to a trip they started with
two losses.
The Warriors (10-6, 4-0)
used contrasting styles of play
in sweeping Bemidji State in
the first conference double'header on Sunday.
In game one, the Warriors
got offensive, punching in 13
runs on 14 hits en route to a
13-4 victory. In game two, the
Warriors recorded only one hit,
but still won 3-0 on the strength
of a complete game shutout by
senior Jade Boettcher.
In game one, junior Ryan
Manske belted a three-run
homer and senior Reggie
Stevens went deep for a tworun blast. Senior Jay Horner
had two hits and drove in three
runs. Senior Josh Schultz
pitched the first four innings for
the win and sophomore Bryan
Ruff shutout Bemidji State for
the final three innings to pick
up the save.
A RBI single by freshman
Andrew Kes in the bottom of
the first inning was the only hit
for the Warriors in game two. It
was all Boettcher would need,
as the right-hander allowed

14 5ports

only one hit himself in earning
the complete game shutout.
A pair of bases-loaded walks
plated the Warriors' other two
runs.
The Warriors swept their
second conference doubleheader in two days over Bemidji
State on Mcirid0. 1
The Warriors scored three
runs in the sixth inning and
went on to a 9-7 win in game
one. Senior Brian Menard led
the Warrior's rally, starting it
off with a two-run double and
eventually scoring on a wild
pitch. Menard drove in three
runs, with two hits, and scored
twice in the game.
In game two, the Warriors
scored three runs in the first
inning and held on for a 4-3
win. Senior Joe Magee ripped
an RBI-triple in the second
inning, which proved to be the
game-winner.
Junior Brad Bjerke pitched
six innings and was credited
with the win. Junior Ben
Barrone struck out the side in
the seventh to record his second
save of the day.
Afterwards, senior Josh
Maggert talked about the
expectations of the Warrior's
senior leadership.
"All of our seniors have
agreed to go out and have fun
and play every game like it's

our last," Maggert said.
Both Maggert and Coach
Poock commented on the
strong chemistry that the team
has already built in the early
stages of the season.
"The chemistry has been
really good," Magert said.
"That's one thing that t really'
enjoy about this team."
Boettcher was picked
as one of the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
Pitchers of the Week for his
one-hit complete game shutout against Bemidji State.
Menard was named NSIC
Player: of the Week back on
Mar. 20 after turning in a solid
performance during the Florida
trip. Menard hit .500 with an
.800 slugging percentage and
posted two doubles, a triple,
a homerun, five RBI and 13
runs.
Up next for the Warriors is
a home noncnoference doubleheader against the University
of Minnesota-Duluth today,
followed by a contest against
Saint Mary's on Thursday.
The Warriors will resume
their NSIC schedule with a four
game series at Concordia-St.
Paul this weekend.
Reach
Chandler
at
CLMacLea9357@winona.edu

Doug Sundin/WINON

A Winona State pitcher lets the ball fly at a game last year.
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King places second in the nation in weight throw
Junior is second
All-American in
Winona State track
and field history
Scott Swanson and
Adam Stanek
WINONAN
A long season of hard work
and dedication paid dividends
for Winona State University
junior Emily King at the
Division II NCAA Indoor Track
and Field Championships held
in Boston, Mass.
King, a thrower, earned
All-American status after taking second place in the weight
throw with a toss of 57'10
1/2".
"It's
nice to
see that
hard
work
can pay
off,"
King
said.
"I was
King
happy
that
I made it that far and had the
opportunity to compete at that
level."
•
•

King became the second Winona State track athlete to earn
NCAA All-American honors.
Current track athlete Deidra
Faber earned NCAA All-American honors in the outdoor 400meter hurdles at last year's
Division; It Outdoor Track and
Field Championship.
"Being an All-American is
the greatest award you can get,"
Winona State coach Mason Rebarchek said. "It's a really big
deal. As far as WSU track goes,
it's really the next step."
King's toss of 57'10 1/2"
at nationals came on her fifth
throw in the meet. The junior
came in with a longer throw of
61'4".
"[My throw] was shorter
than [before], but I was happy
with the outcome of placing
second, even though I felt that
I could've done better," King
said.
One year ago, in the 2005
season, King was all-conference and finished second in the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference—great, but a far
cry from her 2006 results.
King said the improvement
was made after spending a lot
of time in practice correcting
her throwing form.
"I approached meets with
a bettei attitude [this year],"
King said.

Rebarchek said it was obvious King had made some big
improvements before the season started.
"We knew she could do it.
She came back this fall extremely strong and fast," Rebarchetc said. King added that competing
in the national meet has been
a goal of hers since freshman
year.
As for her expectations coming into the latest indoor season?
"[To]
go out
a n d
have
f u n
and try
to improve
m y
perforRebarchek
m an c e
everytime I
compete," King said.
Throughout the season, King
collected many accolades, winning meet after meet and setting personal records just about
every week.
"It's hard to do any better
than the season [King] just had,"
Rebarchek said. "She improved
every week, broke the school
record, broke the conference

record and won
the conference
meet. There was
little more she
could have accomplished this
year."
Rebarcfhek
said that King
was able to succeed for many
reasons.
"It's really a
combination of
all the things that
it takes: Godgiven ability,
work ethic and
our throws coach
is fantastic.
"That combined with support of family and teammate
support."
After King
Doug Sundin/WINONAN
qualified for the
Winona
State
junior
Emily King winds up
national meet,
for
a
throw.
King
placed
second in the
she had a treweight
throw
at
the
national
meet.
mendous amount
of encouragement from her King said. "It's great to know
that people have your back.
teammates.
"It's been a great season to
"Seven girls flew out on their
own to watch her compete," say the least, a lot was accomplished and I had a great time
Rebarchek said.
"There were a lot of people doing it," King said.
at
Reach
Scott
who were on the team that
were super supportive and a big SDSwanso 3 092@winona. edu
thanks should go out to them,"

for a 9-7 doubles victory.
However, the Warriors fell
short of Kearney in team play
by a score of 6-3.
Winona State continued its
road trip with a March 14 meeting with the University of Colorado-Colorado Springs.
The Warriors brought a
strong team effort into this
match, winning 7-2 over Colorado Springs.
Winona State won five out
of six in singles matches as Davidson, Josh Malwitz, Gould,
Will Nagel and Kyle Savelkoul
all scored wins.
Davidson and Malwitz along
with Gould and Zilka scored
two wins for the Warriors in
doubles play.
The Warriors continued their

road trip to Denver, Co. in a
March 16 match against Metro
State.
Winona State junior Kyle
Savelkoul picked up his eleventh singles victory this season
as he defeated Sean Carlton 62, 6-2.
In doubles play, the Winona
State pair of Gould and Zilka
picked up a victory, winning
8-4. It was their tenth doubles
win this year:
The Warriors lost to Metro
State 7-2 in team play.
Winona State wrapped up
the road trip with a 7-0 win
over Colorado-Pueblo.
Kyle Buchmeier, Gould,
Savelkoul and Zilka picked up
four victories for the Warriors
in singles play.

This was Winona
State's fifth shutout
victory of the year,
giving the Warriors
an 11-5 record on the
season.
This past weekend, the Warriors
traveled to St. Cloud
for a pair of matches.
They fell to region
rival St. Cloud State
for the second time
this year, both by a
score of 7-2.
They followed up
the loss with a decisive 8-1 victory over
St. John's (Minn.).
Reach Adam at
AJStanek7497@
winona. edu

-

Tennis wins two, loses two over break

Adam Stanek
WINONAN
Despite fighting irregular altitudes, the Winona State University men's tennis team was
able to win two of four matches
over spring break.
Before heading to Colorado
for a trio of matches, the squad
made a stop in Nebraska for a
match against Kearney.
Gage Davidson came up with
a big win for the Warriors, as
he knocked off the top singles
player in the region, William
Jacobe, by a score of 6-4, 7-6.
Jon Gould also put up a
strong effort for the Warriors
as he won two matches. Gould
had a 7-5, 2-6, 6-4 singles win
and he teamed with Ryan Zilka
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Warriors improbable run marked by comebacks
Chandler MacLean
WINONAN
Although the triumphant
conclusion to the Winona State
University men's basketball
team has been forever etched
into Winona State athletic
history, the story of the
Warrior's thrilling postseason
run would be incomplete
without mention of the games
leading up to the national
championship.
The college basketball
postseason is unofficially
known as "March Madness,"
and for the national champion
Warriors, "March Madness"
only begins to describe
their miraculous postseason
experience.
The Warriors had to win five
national tournament games
to reach the championship
round. Of the five, four had the
Warriors trailing at halftime,
two went to overtime and one
had the Warriors down 16 points
with only eight minutes to play.
Not to mention starting point
guard Zach Malvik suffered a
broken fibula in his right leg
late in practice the night before
the Warriors first tournament
game.
Undermanned and seemingly
in a state of shock after Malvik's
injury, the Warriors wild ride
began with the North Central
regional tournament.
The Warriors earned the No.
1 seed in the region and were
awarded the privilege of hosting
the regional tournament.
The home crowds at
McCown Gymnasium got their
money's worth, as the Warriors
opened tournament play with
a pair of thrilling victories: the
first, an opening round overtime
gut-check over South Dakota
and the second, an improbable
come-from-behind victory over
Minnesota State-Mankato—the
Warriors trailed by 16 with
eight minutes to play.
South Dakota proved to be
no ordinary underdogs, keeping
pace with the Warriors all game.
The Coyotes (20-10) led by
two at halftime and outplayed
the Warriors for much of the
second half.

16 Sports

1:14
With
remaining,
South Dakota
led 60-56, but
the Warriors
refused to give
up. The first
of what would
become a trend
of inexplicable
come-frombehind victories
was underway.
After a 3pointer from
Jonte Flowers,
a dunk by John
Smith and two
David Zellmann
free throws, the
Warriors led
63-60 with 37
seconds to play.
The
late
drama
didn't
stop there. A
desperate 3Doug Sundin/WINONAN
pointer by South
Dakota's Dustin Winona State guard Travis Whipple conLittle tied the trols the ball during a regional contest.
score with five
championship, but nevertheless
'seconds to play,
sending the game to overtime. delivered another dose of
The Warriors prevailed in the wonder to the sellout crowd
of 4,323 when Zach Malvik
extra period and won 81-69.
The late-game heroics returned to action, broken leg
against South Dakota were as notwithstanding.
Malvik played only six
exciting as they were prophetic.
Only a day later the resurgent minutes, but the fact he was
even in uniform just days
Warriors were at it again.
The Warriors were down 16 removed from what was
with eight minutes to play before thought to be a season-ending
escaping with a 74-71 victory injury, was astounding.
over Minnesota State-Mankato
Head coach Mike Leaf said
in the second round of national he had learned of Malvik's
tournament competition.
availability just hours before
"When we were down 16, I tip-off.
Afterwards, Malvik said
kind of looked around the gym
and the fans weren't giving he would see how his injury
up," Zellmann said. "I looked progressed before determining
at the bench and those guys how much he would play
weren't giving up. I looked at in the upcoming Elite Eight
the coaches and they weren't tournament contests, unaware
giving up. I looked at the guys at the time that he would play
on the floor and I knew we a critical role in the Warriors'
championship run and log 87
weren't giving up."
Zellmann scored 17 of his minutes in the team's final three
game-high 26 points in the final games.
The regional tournament
, 7:30 and put the Warriors ahead
for good with a steal and lay-up showcased white-knuckle
comebacks with late game
with. 22 seconds remaining.
The Warriors needed less heroics, but somewhat lost in
magic in defeating Northern the shuffle were the selfless
State 96-86 for the regional efforts by a pair of indispensable

entities: the Warriors reserves
and the Winona State crowd.
A trio of reserves stepped
up after Malvik was sidelined.
Curtrel Robinson started
every game for the Warriors
in the national tournament and
was a defensive spark plug
throughout. Travis Whipple
served as the Warrior's only
true point guard and played
extensively down the stretch
in every one of the Warriors
regional tournament games.
Joe Ingvalson saw his minutes
dramatically increase and
consistently provided timely
scoring.
The Warrior's home crowd
also rose to the occasion. In
spite of the regional tournament
taking place during the Winona
State Spring Break, over
10,000 fans piled into McCown
Gymnasium.
"It was unreal. That's the
most people I've seen in this
gym," Zellmann said. "It's such
a satisfying feeling leaving this
gym for the last time knowing
that you won, went out on a
good note."
"I credit that crowd," Leaf
said. "I take my hat off to them;
they're incredible. They willed
us to win."
The Warriors would be
without their home crowd after
the regional championship. The
win sent the team out east to
Springfield, Mass. for the Elite
Eight rounds of the national
tournament.
The diehards that made the
long trip out east were treated
to another pair of improbable
Warrior comebacks. The
two games that led up to the
championship showdown
with Virginia Union were as
dramatic as any the Warriors
had played all season. Both
had the Warriors trailing at
halftime, the first of which went
to overtime.
The Warriors took on Barton
(N.C.) in the opening round
of the 'Elite Eight. Similar
to several of the Warrior's
previous postseason victories,
the Warriors dug themselves
into a hole. The Warriors were
down five at halftime 43-38,
and trailed by 12 points with

14:54 to play in the game.
But Smith refused to let the
Warriors postseason run come
to an end and carried the load
for his team down the stretch.
Smith dominated on both ends
of the floor and hit several
clutch free throws to will the
Warriors back into the game.
The two teams went back
and forth in the game's waning
moments. Robinson put the
Warriors up 70-68 with a layup at 1:04, but Barton's Brian
Legget answered with a lay-up
on the other end with 32 seconds
to play. The Warriors held for
the last shot in regulation and
nearly won as a Smith put-back
rolled around the rim and teased
the Warriors before harmlessly
falling no-good, sending the
game into overtime.
The Warriors kicked it into
high gear midway through the
overtime period after Barton
took a 76-75 lead with 3:15 to
play. Zellmann, Ingvalson and
Malvik answered with lay-ups
to put the Warriors up five.
Zellmann and Malvik then each
hit a pair of free throws to seal
the win for the Warriors.
Smith finished with 25
points, 17 rebounds and seven
blocked shots. The sophomore
didn't miss a free throw after
the first half and finished 11-of12 from the foul line.
The very next night, in the
Elite Eight semi-finals, the
Warriors found themselves in
an all too familiar position—
trailing at halftime, in this case
by ten to Stonehill (Mass.).
Zellmann, who missed 11
of his first 12 shots, wound
up leading the Warriors to yet
another comeback victory,
hitting three 3-pointers in a
two-minute stretch to put the
Warriors up 11 midway through
the second half. The eventual
83-73 win secured Winona
State's spot in the National
Championship.
And so the wild ride reached
its last stop for the Warriors,
as the "March Madness" that
had become the Warriors
NCAA Division II postseason
run reached the championship
round. The rest is history, as the
madness turned to magic.

CHAMPIONSHIP
David
Senior
guard
Zellmann led five Winona
State players in double figures
with a game high 26 points,
as the Warriors captured the
first NCAA Division II men's
basketball championship in
school history.
"Our players work so hard
and have such a great work
ethic," Winona State coach
Mike Leaf said. "They set high
goals for themselves, [winning
the national title] had been in
the back of our minds all year."
"The best part was right after
the game," Leaf said. "To watch
the players and fans celebrate,
and to see their faces—it was
the accumulation of it all. That
was most satisfying feeling."
The Warriors (32-4)
dominated early on, and used
a 22-7 first-half run to go up
35-17 with 5:50 left in the first
half. But Virginia Union (30-4)
refused to fold and closed the
half with a 12-3 run of their
own. At halftime, the Warriors,
who had been up by as many as
18, held only a delicate 38-29
lead.
Virginia Union continued
to scrap in the second half and
closed to within as few as five
points after Duan Crocket's
drive and lay-up put the score
at 54-49 with just under nine
minutes to play.
The Panthers trailed by only
seven with two minutes to go
with the ball and a chance to
cut further into the Warrior's
lead. But sophomore center
John Smith drew an offensive
foul, and Zellmann nailed his
seventh 3-pointer of the day on
the other end, putting the game
out of reach—the Warriors
leading 69-59 with 1:21 to go.
"We had talked about
working the clock on that
possession," Leaf said, "but
there's one guy that always has
the green light."
The storybook ending was
two-fold. Aside from the
Warrior's going out on top as
the best team in the country, the
team's lone senior, Zellmann,
went out on top as well.
Befitting ofhis record-setting
career, Zellmann was the first
and last to score in the game,
and displayed his masterful

Continued from Page 4
scoring ability throughout.
The school's all-time leading
scorer, Zellmann finished his
career with 2,059 points. He is
the only player in Winona State
history with over 2,000 points.
"People may agree or
disagree," Leaf said, "but for
me, he's the best player to ever
play at Winona State."
Zellmann's virtuous offense
coupled masterfully with the
Warriors all-out team defense.
"We played tremendous
defense," Leaf said. "We played
a great basketball team that
never gave up and I'm thankful
our guys stepped up and took
control."
National player of the year
Darius Hargrove was held
to nine points and only one
Virginia Union player scored in
double figures.
Smith was the backbone
of the Warriors defensive
effort. The sophomore
standout recorded his seventh
consecutive double-double
with 10 points and 13 rebounds,
adding six blocked shots. He
was named the tournament's
Most Outstanding Player.
"Our perimeter guys can put
a little more pressure out there
knowing he's back there in the
paint," Leaf said. "He can block
shots. He gets a lot of rebounds.
He is such a special young man
and I'm so fortunate to have
him as a Warrior."
Virginia Union was favored
before the game. The Panthers
are a national powerhouse,
having won the national title
last year and also two previous
years. Virginia Union also
boasts famous basketball
alumni, having produced
NBA All-Stars in Charles
Oakley and Ben Wallace. The
Panthers were 3-0 in national
championships and had won 17
straight postseason contests.
In contrast, Winona State
was a virtual unknown on
the national scene, making
its first trip to the national
championship game.
And then there was the effort
of injured point guard Zach
Malvik. The junior logged 35
minutes despite playing with
a broken fibula in his right leg.
MalVik's toughness speaks

Matt Kasper/WINONAN
Winona State sophomore John Smith celebrates after the Warriors defeated Virginia Union
73-61 in the NCAA Division II National Championship. Smith had 10 points and 13 rebounds.

volumes about the type of
player he is. He broke his leg
on March 10 but was back on
the court March 14. Malvik
finished with 10 points, three
rebounds and two assists in the
championship.
a
tremendous
"He's
inspiration to me and our entire
basketball team," Leaf said.
"To see him go through what he
went through, for him to come
back is absolutely amazing.
How he does it, I'll never know.
He is a true competitor."
The Warriors delivered their
finest performance of the season
and did so on the biggest stage
they've ever played on.
"Talk about commitment
to excellence," Leaf said. "I
have to say that about all of our

players."
Sophomore guard Jonte
Flowers was a standout on
both ends of the court and was
named Player of the Game by
CBS. Flowers finished with 15
points, six rebounds, five assists
and three steals.
guard
Quincy
Junior
Henderson played with
his typical under-the-radar
excellence and finished with 12
points, six rebounds and four
assists.
Zellmann joined tournament
M.O.P. Smith on the NCAA alltournament team.
The Warriors returned to
Winona on Sunday and will
take part in a "Welcome Home
Warriors" championship
celebration on Sat., April 8.

The festivities are scheduled
to begin at 10 a.m. with a parade
down Huff Street. After the
parade, a national championship
trophy presentation will take
place at McCown Gymnasium
at 11 a.m. The trophy
presentation will feature five
distinguished speakers: Winona
State President Judith Ramaley,
Winona Mayor Jerry Miller,
Winona State athletic director
Larry Holstad, Zellmann and
Leaf. The entire event is free to
attend.
In addition, the Winona
State bookstore announced it
will have NCAA Division II
Championship hats, t-shirts,
bumper stickers, pennants and
miniature basketballs for sale
by the end of the week.
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Planning to quit smoking after college? The odds are against you.
Research shows most students who say they'll quit smoking right after college...can't.

For help, call (888) 354-PLAN

Softball team wins eight of ten on road trip
John Huggenvik
WINONAN
For some students, Spring
Break means a chance to bask
in the sun on some sandy beach
in the southern part of the country.
For the Winona State softball team, all of the above applied, except the beach.
Ten games in five days
helped get the Warriors in playing form after a two week layoff
from their opening weekend.
The Warriors roared through
Florida with an 8-2 record and
then added three wins and a pair
of losses last weekend at the
Lady Hawk Invitational hosted

by Quincy (Ill.) University.
"I was very pleased with the
results and I was very pleased
with the way we bounced back
after the Gulf Coast games,"
Winona State coach Greg Jones
said. "It showed a lot of character to win those six games after
that. The overall feeling is that
it was a good trip.
"Heading into the Quincy
Tournament, if someone would
have told me we were going to
finish that 3-2, I would have
been very pleased, but after
starting 3-0 I would have hoped
for a little better finish. It went
from an excellent weekend to a
pretty good weekend. We had
chance to win against Wartburg
but we let it get away from us at

the end and then Grand Valley
State just beat us up."
So far this season, the Warriors have batted .311 as a team,
led by Abby Kacena, who is
batting .432. Kacena leads the
Warriors in doubles (4) and
RBIs (15).
Her performance in Florida,
where she hit .565 with a home
run and 12 RBIs, helped garner
her Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference player of the
week on March 20.
"We went into the season
with the feeling she was going to start in right field for us,
and hoping she was going to be
productive for us," Jones said.
"She has really been one of our
most productive hitters and I

can't say enough good things
about her right now."
Senior catcher Sarah Carlson has continued to set the
career record for home runs
every time she clears the fence,
recording one big fly so far this
season and bringing her career
total to 43.
The Warriors aren't normally a power hitting team, and
Jones is the first to say that the
offense needs to be created in
every at-bat, however, the Warriors are getting power from
spots in the lineup they haven't
found before.
Senior Jenny Dobbertin is
leading the team with three
home runs and a slugging percentage of .813. Kacena, Jamie
.

The Week in Warrior Athletics
A glance back at spring break results, and a peek at the week ahead
MEN'S BASKETBALL BASEBALL

SOFTBALL (14 5)

MENS TENNIS (12-6)

(10-7, 4-0; Tied-1st in NSIC)
(32-4; National Champions)
Sun., March 12: Loss, 10-5;
Sat., March 11: Win, 81-69
Loss,
12-4 vs. Mansfield (Penn.)
(0T) vs. South Dakota
Mon.,
March 13: Win, 9-5;
Sun., March 12: Win, 74Win, 26-0 vs. West Liberty State
71 vs. MSU-Mankato
Wed., March 15: Win, 5-3;
Tues., March 14: Win, 96Win, 8-3 vs. Wayne State
86 vs. Northern State
Thurs., March 16: Loss, 14-5;
Wed., March 22: Win, 86Win, 8-5 vs. East Stroudsberg
76 (0T) vs. Barton (N.C.)
Fri., March 17: Loss, 5-4;
Thursday, March 23: Win,
Win, 3-2 vs. Indiana (Penn.)
83-73 vs. Stonehill (Mass.)
Sun., March 26: Win, 13-4;
Sat., March 25: Win, 73-61
Win, 3-0 vs. Bemidji State
vs. Virginia Union
Mon., March 27: Win, 9-7;
WOMENS TENNIS (8 5)
Win, 4-3 vs. Bemidji State
Sun., March 19: Win, 9-0
UPCOMING GAMES:
vs. Minnesota-Crookston
Wed., March 29 vs. MinneThurs., March 23: Win, 9-0
sota-Duluth (2)
vs. Northwest
Thurs., March 30 vs. Saint
Sun., March 26: Win, 8-1
vs. Minnesota State-Moorhead Mary's
Sat., April 1 at Concordia-St.
UPCOMING MATCHES:
Paul (2)
Sat., April 1 vs. St. Cloud
Sun., April 2 at Concordia-St.
State
Paul (2)

Sun., March 12: Win, 6-3
vs. Teikyo-Post; Win, 17-7 vs.
Bentley (Mass.)
Mon., March 13: Loss, 7-0;
Loss, 6-1 vs. Florida Gulf Coast
Tues., March 14: Win, 5-1;
Win, 9-0 vs. Nova Southeastern
Thurs., March 16: Win, 11-2
vs. Wilmington (Del.); Win, 8-3
vs. Edinboro (Penn.)
Sat., Match 25: Win, 3-2 vs.
Missouri-St. Louis; Win, 11-0
vs. Lake Superior State; Win
4-0 vs. Quincy (Ill.)
Sun., March 26: Loss, 6-2 vs.
Wartburg; Loss, 7-0 vs. Grand
Valley State
UPCOMING GAMES:
Tues., March 28 at Upper
Iowa (2)
Thurs., March 30 at UW-Stevens Point (2)
Sat., April 1 at St. Cloud
State (2)

Sat., March 11: Loss, 6-3
vs. Kearney (Neb.)
Tues., March 14: Win, 7-2
vs. Colorado Springs
Thurs., March 16: Loss,
7-2 vs. Metro State
Fri., March 17: Win, 7-2 vs. Pueblo (Co.)
Sat., March 25: Loss 7-2 at
St. Cloud State
Sat., March 25: Win 8-1
vs. St. Johns
UPCOMING:
Fri., March 31 vs. Wisconsin-La Crosse

-

18 Swirls

-

TRACK AND FIELD
NCAA Division II Indoor
Track and Field Championships: Emily King takes second place in weight throw
UPCOMING MEETS:
Saturday, April 1: Viking
Olympics at Rock Island, Ill.

Kettwig, Chelsea Rosenow and
Katie Wegner all have two homers and the team has 14 total.
"The odd thing is that Sarah
hasn't been a part of it for us,"
Jones said. "I think once we get
her going and get her hot, the
home run could be a big part
of our offense. I am worried
that we are relying on it and
we have left a lot of runners on
base, but I am pleased with our
power."
Lindsey Rosicky is leading
the Warriors with 22 hits in 18
games from the leadoff spot
and 14 runs scored, while Chelsea Rosenow leads the Warriors
in runs scored (15) and is 6-for7 stealing bases.
Next up for the Warriors is a
doubleheader with University
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
Thursday, March 30, and another pair of games against St.
Cloud State on Saturday. Winona State went two games in
against future NSIC member
Upper Iowa Tuesday, but the
Winonan went to press before
those games were played.
"I think it is good to get to
this point, we need continuity,"
Jones said. "It is hard to play
with the energy level we have
every day and then take a week
off. At the same time I am not
sure that we know who we are
yet. We have played 19 games
with 19 different lineups. I
don't think we need to settle on
a set lineup but I think we need
to get to the point where we are
confident with whom[sic] we
are and who we need to send
out on the field every game to
be successful."

Reach
John
at
JAHuggen4108@winona.edu

AMPUTATED HAND

900 MILES TO PUT CIGARETTE

BACK IN MOUTH!!!

RESEARCH SHOWS THAT MOST STUDENTS WHO SAY THEY'LL GIVE UP CIGARETTES AFTER COLLEGE CAN'T.
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